
Chapter 271:My Genes Evolve
Infinitely
THE KING OF WAR IS CONSUMMATED AND
HATCHED
After entering the place of origin, Lu Yuan's life returned to daily life.

Practice for twelve hours a day, and then apply for the challenge of
the king's list.

Challenge when there is a ring challenge, when not, go to the Demon
Dragon Mountain Range to hunt down king-level and imperial-level
beasts and obtain resources.

If it’s time to rest, go with Ye Ye to eat something delicious, either by
Si Tingxue and Rebecca practicing, or accompany Amy to play
together.

Life is simple and fulfilling.

After his cultivation level was improved, the time limit he could stay in
the place of origin became 80 days. With his cultivation speed, he
could absorb about 1.9 million seventh-order spirit crystals.

The supernatural gene of the mechanical emperor wants to temper
the spirit crystals to complete Consummation. There are about five
million seventh-order spirit crystals, but there is a remaining
tempering degree, and the number of spirit crystals that Lu Yuan
needs to consume is slightly less.

When he entered the Land of Origin for the second time, Lu Yuan had
almost completed his tempering.

And almost at the same time, Lu Yuan also rushed to the top of the
king's list.
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The quality of the list of the king list is definitely higher than that of
the Tianjiao list.

The kings of the first few rankings are not weak in strength, and the
first two kings even burned the extraordinary genes of the emperor.

It is already quite powerful to be able to burn emperor-level genes at
the king-level.

However, in the face of Lu Yuan, whose genes were all emperor-level,
it was nothing more than that.

Lu Yuan hid a little bit, just using the great sun spirit body and starry
sky wandering, plus his own spiritual skills and physical skills, and
genetic weapons, he defeated the two emperor gene kings and
became the king of the king list. First place.

When Lu Yuan achieved the first place on the Kings List, his
reputation became more and more prosperous, which naturally
shocked many forces in Baiyun City. The forces that invited Lu Yuan
to join on the Tianjiao List became more and more enthusiastic.

However, Lu Yuan refused all of them.

For Lu Yuan, these invitations were nothing but a reward for making
the list.

The richness of the reward did not disappoint Lu Yuan.

From the 40th place to the first place, the treasures that Lu Yuan has
harvested on the list include the fifth-level cultivation Lingguo
Tianwang fruit, a total of 1,000 pieces.

Together with the six hundred before, there are now a full one
thousand six hundred.

As long as it evolves to the imperial rank, there should be about 16
million resources of the seventh-order spirit crystals, and for Lu Yuan,
it can also refine the remaining extraordinary genes.



It just so happened that after Lu Yuan had finished tempering the
supernatural gene of the mechanical emperor, the remaining spiritual
power gene liquid and the spiritual crystal were almost consumed.

He now only has the spiritual power of the two million seventh-order
spirit crystals in the evolution cube.

However, Lu Yuan is not worried. He has now reached the first place
in the king's list. With the benefit of the auction house's free agency
fee, he can auction off the various extraordinary genes, gene
weapons and other treasures he has obtained before.

Of course, all are after the evolution of Luyuan.

In addition to the Heavenly King Fruit, there are a total of two hundred
fifth-order rough stones, plus the previous ones, there are a total of
320 fifth-order rough stones.

Lu Yuan planned to use a part of it when he broke through to Tier VI,
and keep the rest.Whether it was to be auctioned or the Tier VI rough
was not enough later, it was a good choice to evolve to Tier VI.

In addition, there are two genetic weapons of the fifth-order emperor
rank, plus the previous ones, there are a total of five.

There are also two emperor-level transcendent genes, plus the
previous one, for a total of three.

These three emperor-level transcendent genes are the transcendent
genes of the fire element, named Flowing Fire Vortex.

One is an extraordinary gene of the Frost Element, called the Wrath of
the Ice Dragon.

There is also an extraordinary gene of the metal family, called the
metal castle.

For Lu Yuan, although these extraordinary genes are good, they are
not what he wants most.



The first thing Lu Yuan wanted most was naturally the extraordinary
gene in terms of time, but it was a pity that he hadn't gained anything
so far.

The second is the extraordinary gene that complements his
shortcomings.

His current extraordinary genes include the defensive ability of the
great sun spirit body, the recovery ability of the life chant, the
mechanical control ability of the mechanical emperor, the space
movement ability of the star roaming, the explosion ability and
purification ability of the sacred glory, and the shadow kingdom's
ability. Domain clone ability.

He is now at the God of War level, and there are four stages of War
Emperor, War Emperor, War Saint and War Saint, and can burn four
extraordinary genes.

What is needed may be different elements or extraordinary genes in
different fields.

For example, extremely powerful control ability, extremely powerful
explosive attack ability, or secret curse and other abilities are all good
choices.

Of course, he must leave a blank gene chain for time-related
extraordinary genes.

During this time, Lu Yuan would often search the mall in the genius
camp for extraordinary genes that he might use.

I also found a few that felt pretty good.

For example, the curse of weakness and the curse of corruption used
to quietly curse others, the powerful offensive combat skill ice fire
spear, and the wind and thunder fury given to him every night.

Lu Yuan hadn't made up his mind yet, and then burned that
extraordinary gene.



However, for Lu Yuan, it is not too urgent now.

After all, he still has a certain distance to break through.

He hasn't been tempered to completion, whether it is the glory of the
sacred glory or the kingdom of shadows.

Let's talk about it when the tempering is complete.

In addition to the previous rewards, there are various powerful spells,
genetic potions, and five king-level spirit fruits that enhance physical
strength, called blood ginseng, and king-level spirit fruits that
enhance soul strength. , The name is Yulingshen.

Like the spirit fruit obtained on the Tianjiao Ranking before, it was the
first one with the best effect.

Lu Yuan gave the remaining four to Si Tingxue, Rebecca, Amy and
Wang Lingling.

With Ye Ye’s strength, it’s not difficult to hit the king’s list. In the
future, she can get spirit fruit. Lu Yuan doesn’t need to give it to her.
Sister Qinghe and his mentor have used it before and don’t need him
to give it. .

In general, Lu Yuan has gained so much.

After rushing to the top of the king's list, Lu Yuan didn't need to
continue to apply for the ring battle. However, he needed to go to the
auction house to auction off his evolved items, which was considered
busy.

Of course, practicing Lu Yuan still didn't fall behind.

He began to use the Heavenly King Fruit to cultivate, and after
evolving to an imperial quality, the Heavenly King did not come to Lu
Yuan's expectation, and the spiritual power contained in it reached 1
million Tier 5 spirit crystals.



Moreover, the spiritual power is quite mild, and it is more efficient to
absorb than the previous spiritual power gene liquid.

Lu Yuan could also understand that, after all, the previous spiritual
power gene liquid was only a third-tier cultivation resource, while the
Heavenly King Fruit was a fifth-tier cultivation resource, so naturally
there was a difference.

Even if it evolves to the imperial quality, the gap between the third
and fifth imperial levels is still not small.

When Lu Yuan used the spiritual power gene liquid before, he could
absorb almost 2000 seventh-order spiritual crystals in one hour.

And now when using the Heavenly King Fruit, it can absorb 5000
seventh-order spiritual crystals in one hour.

However, the time for cultivation will not be reduced as a result, and
there will still be twelve hours.

That is, it can absorb sixty thousand seventh-order spirit crystals in
one day.

This efficiency is enough to make the powerhouse of the war emperor
level feel envious.

Even if it is a strong emperor, it is unrealistic to absorb sixty thousand
seventh-order spirit crystals a day.

And Lu Yuan's cultivation is only the King of War, and one can imagine
how fast his cultivation speed is.

This is all due to the absorption speed of Lu Yuan's own spiritual
power.

His absorption rate is too fast.

Absorbing sixty thousand seventh-order spiritual crystals a day, the
spiritual power needed by Lu Yuan to refine the glory of the holy yao



to consummation is only a little over four million, plus the remaining
refinement degree before.

Lu Yuan didn't even use the time to enter the land of origin once and
tempered the glory of the Holy Yao to the Consummation level, and at
the same time began to temper the final Shadow Kingdom.

All of this relied on Lu Yuan's previous harvest. After evolving to the
imperial level, whether it is extraordinary genes or genetic weapons,
there is a considerable market, and the steady income of spiritual
crystals can make Lu Yuan squander.

Otherwise, Lu Yuan wouldn't have so many spirit crystals even if he
wanted to cultivate like this.

When the elf man died just over a month later, Lu Yuan had already
tempered all his genes to perfection.

During this period of time, Lu Yuan's daily life was cultivation, hunting
for treasures, evolving the treasures and then auctioning them, and
continuing to practice after obtaining spirit crystals.

After Lu Yuan had tempered all the extraordinary genes to
Consummation, the gene lock was revealed.

There were more than one hundred and fifty gene chains to lock the
gene above, which made Lu Yuan couldn't help feeling a little
frightened.

Normally, there would not be so many genetic chains. The main
reason was that Lu Yuan was only at the Warlord level and possessed
six emperor-level transcendent genes, so there were so many genetic
chains.

Fortunately, Lu Yuan had collected three hundred and twenty Tier 5
rough stones. Otherwise, I don't know how long it will take to collect
these rough stones.

Lu Yuan didn't directly start to break the chain of genes.



He intends to wait for a while, until he sells all the things currently
auctioned in the auction house, before breaking the genetic chain.

After all, after breaking through to the emperor of war, Lu Yuan will no
longer be on the list of kings, and the treasures that are auctioned at
that time will need 10% intermediary fees.

This is too bad.

After the auction of these treasures, Lu Yuan's resources saved there
are still 700 Celestial Fruits that have evolved to the Emperor level.

And more than 80 million seventh-order spirit crystals.

These are not all the results of Lu Yuan's hundreds of fifth- and
sixth-order imperial-level genetic weapons, as well as a large number
of imperial-level fourth-order genetic weapons, as well as some
extraordinary genes.

In general, it was enough for Lu Yuan to practice for the next period of
time.

After that, Lu Yuan planned to go to the upper strata of the origin to
hunt down the alienated beasts and transform the Evolution Cube.

In this way, the limit of external treasures that the Evolution Cube can
evolve will also be increased, and the land edge will obtain resources
at a faster rate.

…………

At the same time, in a mysterious cave in Daqixing, the egg that had
been quietly flashing green light suddenly violently shook.

The faint green light was released, the weird and powerful aura
surged, a storm blew in the cave, and then cracks appeared on the
huge egg.

As the crack appeared, it didn't take long for a claw covered with
green slime to protrude from the egg.



Click...

The green egg cracked quickly, and the creatures inside crawled out
of the crack.

It was a light green, skinny canine creature.

Its body was covered with blood-colored lines. As soon as it crawled
out of the green egg, the green canine creature stood up and opened
the light green eyes.

It is about one meter high at the shoulder and looks quite petite, but
its breath is frightening.

This green bloodmark, scrawny canine creature glanced around, with
a clever and cunning look in his green eyes.

Then it cracked the corner of its mouth, and a drop of green mucus
slowly dropped from the corner of its mouth, falling on the ground of
the cave, corroding traces.

The next moment, the green dog opened its mouth and began to
devour the eggshells scattered on the ground.

The creaking sound of creaking sound continued.

As the eggshell is eaten, the green dog's body becomes visible to the
naked eye.

When all the eggshells were eaten, the green dog had grown to a
height of about two meters at the shoulder, and his breath was even
more terrifying than before.

After eating the eggshell, the green dog stretched out his barbed
tongue and licked the corner of his mouth. Then a ray of green light
flashed all over his body, and his body slowly disappeared in place.

The next moment, the green dog appeared over a city.



Looking at the city below, a greedy color appeared in the green dog's
smart eyes.

It opened its mouth and let out a harsh scream.

The scream spread. After hearing the scream, ordinary people in the
city below, trainee soldiers, warriors, and even war masters bleeded
and died on the spot.

The powerhouses above the battle division level also all paled, and a
mouthful of blood was highlighted. Their expressions looked towards
the sky in amazement, and they appeared in horror.

Even one of the middle-aged men, who looked majestic and exuded
the atmosphere of the Emperor of War, turned pale.

He looked up to the sky.

After seeing the petite green figure in the sky, the middle-aged prince
felt the terrifying aura contained in it, his face was pale, and he left
his residence almost immediately. Even the people in the family were
ignored and headed directly towards the city. Fly away.

He dared not fly into the sky so as not to be stared at by the monster,
but ran on the ground.

He is extremely fast ~www.mtlnovel.com~ It takes about ten seconds
to leave the city and rush to the wilderness.

At this moment, the movement of the war emperor's running forward
stopped, and he felt an extremely powerful suction force.

His body involuntarily moved backwards and flew into the sky.

The Emperor Zhan's eyes widened, a look of horror appeared on his
face, and he glanced around.



Found that the entire city with a radius of nearly 100 kilometers,
together with the foundation under the city, a huge area that can be
called a small island, all floated at this moment.

The corpse inside was still a living genetic warrior, or building
fragments, all floating towards the open mouth of the green dog
behind him.

As it got closer and closer to the green dog, whether it was a corpse, a
genetic warrior or a building fragment, all were corroded into slime,
slowly entering the green dog's mouth.

The war emperor class powerhouse was terrified, roaring with
spiritual power, using combat skills, trying to get rid of that suction,
but the next moment, his body suddenly froze, and then it turned into
green slime and melted. The mucus entered the green dog's mouth
together.
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